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1. Introduction. A point or vector £ = (xi, xt, ..., xit ...) with the de-

numerably infinite number of real coordinates (*,•) is said to lie in Hubert space

if there exists for £ a convergent modulus M£ defined by the equation

'¿-i

We shall denote this space by the abbreviation "H." The present paper deals

with theorems concerning real valued functions/(£), defined for points £ in the

region Roi H determined by the condition M£ ^ r, in which r is some positive

number. The functions considered are in all cases assumed to be continuous

according to a definition to be given in Section 2. In dealing with continuous

functions of infinitely many variables, the range selected for £ and the meaning

assigned to the term "continuity" determine the nature of the hypotheses and

proofs of the theorems which extend to infinitely many variables the various

results found in the theory of functions of a real variable. In a previous paperf

the author has considered functions /(£) where £ had as its range the region S

defined by

\x¡ - a¿|á Si (i = 1,2, ...),

where the s, were any positive numbers. The continuity assumption made in

Paper A was so strong and the region 5 was of such a type that classical methods

of proof with comparatively few additions sufficed for the development of a

theory of real valued functions in 5. In the present paper the range selected for

£ and the weak continuity assumed for the function /(£) are of such a nature that

classical methods of proof must be radically modified before they can be applied.

The point of view of the discussion below is such that, as a consequence of

the Riesz-Fischerf   Theorem concerning the Fourier constants of a summable

* Presented to the Society, September 8, 1920.
t These Transactions, vol. 18 (1917), p. 125. Thus article will be referred to as

Paper A.

t Cf. Lalesco, Équations Intégrales, p. 95.
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function, the results obtained are capable of immediate application to problems

in the theory of functionals. We shall consider the analogues for functions

/(f), defined for £ in R, of some of the most useful results in the theory of functions

of a real variable. In Section 2 a mean value theorem is obtained from which

there is derived a differential expression for/(£) where the notion of a differential

is defined in an appropriate manner. Hypotheses are then given under which

an analogue, of Taylor's theorem with an integral form for the remainder can be

proved. In Section 3 the unique existence of a solution of an infinite system of

ordinary differential equations is established. In Section 4 we shall consider the

fundamental problem of implicit function theory for an infinite system of equa-

tions.

In Paper A results of the same character were obtained for the region S but,

because of the fundamental differences mentioned above between the present

viewpoint and that of Paper A, there are no essential points of contact between

the theorems for the region 5 and those found below.

Functions in space H were first considered by Hubert in connection with the

theory of integral equations. Numerous authors, following the road opened by

Hubert, have developed the theory of linear and bilinear forms in space H

together with their applications in the study of integral equations. In a recent

article R. Gateaux* has considered some properties of functions /(£) where £

had as its range a certain type of sub-space of the region H. The present paper

is not concerned with results of the type considered by Hubert. A few of the

results in Section 2 below are related to some theorems of Gateaux but no exact

comparison is possible because of a fundamental difference between the region

R of this paper and the range for £ used by Gateaux. This difference will be

referred to again in Section 2.

The notation used below is vectorial in character. Greek letters whenever

used will denote vectors with infinitely many coordinates. Vector equations

will imply the equality of the corresponding coordinates of the vectors represent-

ed by the two sides of the equality.

If [£» = (*i»> *2», • ); n = 1, 2, .. . ] is a sequence of vectors, the limit

vector, denoted by

a = lim £„ (a = au a2, ...),
«—►«

is defined by the equations

a¿ = lim*í„ (i = 1, 2, ...)
n—»-6o

provided the limits exist. A Greek letter with an added notation will represent

the vector obtained by adding the given notation to each coordinate of the

♦Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de F ranee, vol. 47 (1919),

p. 70.
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vector denoted by the unannotated letter. For example, if £ = (xlt x2, ...),

then £' =  (x\, x'2,  ...),

«„-mo.*(.)....!. m.[*M,m,...].

If £ is in space H, this fact will be abbreviated by the notation "£H." The modu-

lus of a vector in space H will be denoted by prefixing M to the vectorial symbol.

For example, if £ and r¡ are points in H, the modulus and the square of the modu-

lus of (£ — t;) are represented, respectively, by

M(£ - n), M*(£ - „).

When there is no possibility of confusion arising, a sequence of quantities

will be represented by the type quantity enclosed in a bracket. For example,

(£„; n = 1, 2, ...) is abreviated by "(£„)."

2. Theorems on continous functions. Let the function/(£) be defined for a

certain set R of points £ in H. It will be convenient to use the following defini-

tion* of continuity:

Definition 1.    The function /(£) is continuous at a point « in R if, whenever

(1) lim M(£„ - a) - 0,
»—«0

where £„ is in R, it follows that

Hm /(£») = /(«).
«—MO

If a sequence (£„) and a point a satisfy (1) it is said that the sequence converges

to a in the strong sense. Continuity as here defined is of a much weaker type

than complete continuity^ which is frequently postulated for functions /(£).

Consider in the future only those points £ in the region P defined by the in-

equality M £ á r. If we consider the quantity M (£„ — a) as the distance

(l'écart) of the two points £„ and a, the region R is notj compact. This fact

constitutes the difference already referred to between the region P and the region

used by Gateaux. If a compact set of points were used instead of P a different

theory would result. Some of the theorems below which would remain true in

a compact region could be proved under weaker hypotheses and the proofs in

certain instances would be easier. However, from the point of view of the possi-

ble applications of the present results, it seems best to choose the region R as

specified above.

•Cf. Gateaux, loc. cit.

t Cf. Paper A. p. 129.
% Cf. Gateaux, loc. cit., p. 72.
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For the region R there is the well known analogue of the Weierstrass conden-

sation theorem which is stated in

Lemma* 1. If (£,) is a sequence of points in R we can extract from it at least

one sub-sequence (£,,) to which there corresponds a point a in R satisfying the

equation

lim {i, = a.

It should be noted that, as a consequence of the notational agreements of this

paper, the convergence affirmed in the lemma requires merely that the coordi-

nates (xin) of £„ satisfy

lim x'in = a,- (a = ai, Oí, ...;»'= 1, 2, ...).
«-M0

Another well known property of the region R is considered in

Lemma 2.   Suppose that (£„) is a sequence of points in R which satisfies

(2) lim M(f. - U = 0.
n, m—►x

Then, there exists a point a in R to which the sequence converges in the strong sense.

Because of its brevity the proof of this lemma will be repeated here.   It is

seen from (2) that, for every number e > 0 there exists an integer N, such that

if n = N„ m = N„ then

(3) £>•» -ximY = e (fe = l,2, ...).
CO

It follows from (3) and from Lemma 1 that there exists a point a = (ai, at, ... )

in R such that

lim £„ =  a.
«—wo

Moreover, if m in (3) approaches infinity while n remains fixed, it is seen that we

obtain the inequalities

(4) Y,<&»-*&¿* (fe = 1,2,,..).

Hence, if « _ N„ it follows from (4) that M* (£„ — a) = e, which shows that

equation (1) holds for a and the sequence ({„).

It should be noted that a function /(£), which is continuous in R, does not

necessarily attain its bounds if it is bounded in R. One property of ordinary

continuous functions of a real variable which does persist for/(£) is given in the

obvious

* Cf. Riesz, loc. cit., p. 57.
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Proposition 1.   ///(£) is continuous at a point a in R, it follows that for every

number e > 0 a number de > 0 can be found such that if M(£ — a) ^ d„

then

(5) |   /(£)  - /(«) | Ú e.

It will be useful later to have

Proposition 2. Suppose that /(£) is continuous at all points in R. Then,

for every £ in R, the function of u represented by /[£ 4- u(a — £)], where a is in

R and 0 á » ^ 1, is continuous with respect to a, uniformly for all values of u.

That is, if
lim M(an — a0)  =  0,

«—*00

then

(6) lim/[£ + «(«» - 01 = m + «(«o - Q),
n—»-oo

uniformly for all values of u.

Let r\n(u) = £ 4- u(a„ — £) and suppose that the uniformity specified in (6)

does not hold. Then there must exist some number e > 0 such that, to every in-

teger n there corresponds a value un and an integer ra' ^ n such that

(7) \fWm(Un)\    ~/ho(«„)]   |   >   C

In (7) it is seen that each u„ is associated with a vector am. Since all values

(«„) lie on 0 ^ m ^ 1, it follows that we can select a sub-sequence (un), converg-

ing to a value w. Let (a„) be the sub-sequence of (a„) which is associated

with the sequence («„).    Then, from (7) we obtain

(8) \fWn(Un)) - /ho(«„)]| > * 0i„(«„) = £ + un(a'„ -£);«= 1, 2, .. .).

Since ijo(ii) = £ 4- «(«o — £), it follows that

(9) M[va(u'„) - 7io(ü)] = |» - u'„\ Af(£ - a0),

(10) M[n'M - Uo(«)] = M[(ü - u'n) (£ - a») + u'H(a'n - a0)],

g |« - u'„\ M(£ - a«) + M; M(«: - ao).

The expressions on the right sides of (9) and (10) both approach zero as n

approaches infinity, so that, as a result of the continuity of /, it is seen that

hm f[tin(»'«)]   = lim /foo(w„)]   = /foofw)],
n—ho n—»-oo

which contradicts (8) if n is sufficiently large. Thus the proposition has been

established.
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As another obvious property of continuous functions we may state that if

/•(£) (* = 1> 2, ...) are continuous in R and if the series S(£) ■» S/<(0

converges uniformly for all £ in R, then S(£) is continuous in R.

For a function /(£) defined in R we shall establish an analogue of the mean

value theorem in

Theorem I. Letf(Q be continuous at all points in R. Suppose that there exist

partial derivatives àffâ/àxj (j = 1,2, ...) which are continuous for £ in R and

are such that, for all £ in R, there exists

(ID
• -i

0/(61« < K
àXi\

where K is some positive number.    Then, for every pair of points (£, £') in R, it

follows that

(12)
,-_! JO OX,

In order to prove the theorem let us first suppose that the two points (£, £')

satisfy

M£ < r,       M£' < r.

We notice that, for all values of » on 0 ^ « ^ 1, the point [£ + «(£' — £)]

is in R because

M It + «(£' - £)] è (1 - «)AÍ£ + itAí£' < f.

Let f„ = (*lf ..., ícb, xn+1, ...). Then, since fB differs from £' only in the

coordinates after the wth, it is seen that Mfn < r if n is sufficiently-large, and that

lim M(t. - £') = 0.
fl—»-00

Hence

hm /(fB)  - /(£')•
n—*-a>

If « is so large that A/fB < r, so that fB is in the region R, it is easily established

that the mean value theorem for the case of a finite number of variables can be

applied to /(£) with the result that

(i3)    /(r„)=/(ö+¿(*; -*<) r^y^

Let us consider the function S(a) defined, for all a in R, by the equation

04) sw-$>;-,,)/•'*'' +«°-*>U.
£f ^o ö*:,
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Let us first prove that S(a) converges uniformly for all a in P. As a consequence

of the Lagrange-Cauchy* inequality for sums it is seen that the sum of the terms

in (14) for (i = n, ..., ra) is, in absolute value, at most

a«    Vt^-WsU"1a/[£4-tt(«-£)]
àXi

du

As a result of the Schwarz inequality for integrals,

(16) \I f(x) g(x) dx ti     I   P(x)dx\-\  I    g*(x)dx
I Ja I Ja

it follows that (15) is at most equal to

Vm \    ri      m
e(*¡-*.)2 V/0 s

d/[£ 4- «(«-£)]

ax.
duú^K^^x'i-x,)*,

which, as n and ra approach infinity, approaches zero uniformly for all a in P.

Consequently S(a) converges uniformly.

In order to prove that S(a) is a continuous function of a it is necessary for us

to show that each term in the series (14) is continuous. To do this we note that,

if
lim M(a„ — a)   =  0,

»—»■X

then, as a consequence of Proposition 2,

lim
II—»00

ant + «(«,-£)] _ ö/[£ 4- u(a - £)]

àXf àXi

uniformly for all values of « on (0,1).   From this it follows that

lim   /
n-+x Jo

d/[£ 4- «(«„-£)]
du -£ ö/[£ + u(a - £)]

àXi
du,

which establishes the continuity of the terms in (14).

By a slight transformation of (13) we obtain

(i7) /(r«) + £ (*,• - *ù r
i=n+l J° ax¡

du = /(£) 4- 5(f J.

As a consequence of the continuity of the functions 5 and / it is seen that the

limiting form of (17) as n approaches infinity is

/«')=/(£)+5(£'),

*  Riesz, Systèmes des Équations Linéaires, p. 36.
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which is the desired equation (12). It remains to show that (12) holds when

M £ = r or M£' = r. Suppose that one (or both) of these equalities has occurred,

for example, Af£ = r. Let £(u) represent the point whose coordinates x¡(v)

are defined by

*<W = Xi (i = 1, 2, ...;«?* to),

*.>) = *<„ - v ¿

where i0 is some integer such that Xit j¿ 0. For v > 0, but sufficiently small,

M%(v) < r and, for the same values of v, equation (12) is valid with £ replaced

by £(u). The right member of (12), after this replacement, is a continuous

function of v for 0 = v ^ 1 which, as v — 0, reduces to the right member of (12)

as it is written in the statement of the theorem. The same procedure evidently

applies if M£' = r, so that the proof of the theorem is complete.

The proof of Theorem I would have been practically unchanged if, in place

of condition (11), it had been assumed that the series

1=1 **i

converged uniformly for every pair of points £ and r\ = (yi, y», ... ) in R.

Before considering the notion of the total differential of a function /(£) let us

first define a linear function /(£) as one which satisfies the following conditions:

(a) /(£) is continuous for all points £H.

(6) For all points £i* and £**, J(fc + fe) = Ktù + Kb)-

In order to obtain an explicit expression for /(£) let us consider those points in

Hubert space of the form (xu ...,*„, 0, 0, ...), which we may denote by

(£)„. From conditions (a) and (b), as is well known, it follows that, if 5,H

is the point with all coordinates zero except the t'th, which is 1, then

I[(£)»] - at* + ■■■ + aHxn      (a, = Z(i,)).

From condition (a) it is seen that

(18) /(£) = lim J[(0„] = £a,*„
»—►00 » "• 1

Since (18) converges for every {*, it follows* that the point a = (au aj, ... )

is itself in Hilbert space, and a function /(£) is therefore identical with some

linear form in infinitely many variables.

For a function /(£) defined in R let us define the notion of a differential as

follows:

* Cf. Riesz, loc. cit., p. 47.
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Definition 2. A function /(£) has a differential i(f.i') at a point £ of R if

K£>£') w Q linear function of (£' — £) and if there exists a function &(£,£') such

that, for all £' of R,

(19) /(£') = /(£) + «£, £') 4- Ä(£, £') M(£' - £),

where, moreover,

lim Ä(£, £') = 0.
M(í'-í)-*0

With the aid of Theorem I let us establish

Theorem II. Under the hypotheses of Theorem I with the condition (11)

replaced by the assumption that the series in (11) converges uniformly for all £ in R,

it follows that /(£) possesses a differential /(£, £'). Moreover, the /(£, £') and

h(k, £') corresponding to f are continuous functions of (£, £') at all points in R and

(20) /(£,£') =¿(*;-*¿)^i>.
• = 1 OXi

As a consequence of equation (12) the /(£, £') defined in (20) satisfies

(2D ko-/(o-i«.H-|i:w-"> n***?-* -m\A
I   |fri ./o   i o#, d*. ;    I

where the second inequality is a consequence of (16). In view of the type of

convergence assumed for series (11), it is seen that the expression under the radi-

cal in (22) converges uniformly for all values of (u, £, £'). A course of reasoning

similar to that used in regard to S(a) in (14) shows that the expression under the

radical is a continuous function of £' and hence approaches zero if £' varies in

such a way that M(£' — £) -»- 0.

Let us now define /t(£, £') by the equations

,„»*        *(*, ö - o,
W fcft, £')M(£' -£)  = /(£') -/(£) - 1(1 £')        (£ * £').

It is easily verified that the equation (19) is satisfied by / and h as defined in (20)

and (23). Moreover, since /(£, £') of equation (20) is continuous in (£, £')

for every pair of points in P, it follows from equation (19) that A(£, £') possesses

the same property.    This completes the proof of Theorem II.
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By precisely the same method as was used in the proof of Theorem I we obtain

in Theorem III below an analogue of Taylor's theorem for/(£). The proof will

not be given since, except for the greater complication of the formulas, the steps

would be almost identical with those of the proof of Theorem I.

Theorem III. Let /(£) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem I'. Suppose that all

partial derivatives used in the formulas below exis* and are continuous for all points

£ in R.   Assume that the series

i

„       ..      o(m)/(í)
Vii- ■

'àxi...àx:
(m = 1, 2, ..., n,)

converge uniformly for ail points ij ■■ (yu yt, ...) and £ in R.    Then, for every

pair of points (£, £') in R, it follows that

m-m - £<*,•-*,; MB. + i «-'ffi-vaig.
f=Í àXf        fáml 2! àx^àx^

+ ••• + £       (*;-*,)■■.(<_-*,,,_,) ao-»/(0

v-..„-i-i (M_i) K--^»-«-!

+ £       t^-*,)-«-^. i1 öw/[£ + *(£'-£)] (1 _M)-1¿M

"■•-<„~1 (n—1)\ Jo bxh...bx¡K

3.   Solution of an infinite System of differential equations.   Consider the

infinite system of ordinary differential equations

(24) p =/,-(*,£) rj-l«,«, • --\;i = 1,2, ...),
at

which in vector notation becomes

f =««,£)        {*-fu /*...)•
at

Systems of the form (24) in which the f{ were linear functions of £ entered as

special cases in certain theories of E. H. Moore* and of T. H. Hildebrandtt

in the domain of Moore's General Analysis. The author, also, has considered!

a theory of linear systems in which the right members of the equations were

analytic functions of t. Certain of the linear systems included under the

general theories of Moore and of Hildebrandt, as well as the linear type consid-

* Atti del IV- Congresso Internationale dei Matematici (Roma, 1908), vol. 2, p. 98.

t These T r a n s a c t i o n s, vol. 18 (1917), p. 73.
{American  Journal   of   Mathematics, vol. 39 Í1917), p. 407.
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ered previously by the author, wnen restricted to real values of the quantities

entering, would satisfy the hypotheses imposed below on the system (24).

In a course of lectures, which the author attended at the University of Chicago

in 1915, E- H. Moore* established the existence of the solution of a differential

equation of a general form in the field of General Analysis. The postulates of

Moore, when interpreted for (24), differ in certain essential features from the

hypotheses under which the system is considered in this paper.

In the consideration of (24) it will be convenient to denote by W the class

of all functions £(i) with the following properties :

(a) For every value of t on some interval \t\ ^ Pi the function £(i) is in P.

(b) If 11' | g Pi and \t" | g Tu then

lim     MW) — £(*")] = 0.
I«'—i*l-M)

The existence of a solution of (24) will be established in

Theorem IV. Let the functions f, in (24) be defined and continuous simul-

taneously in their arguments for \ t | g T, and £ in R. Assume that for every (t, £)

the modulus M <¡>(t, £) exists and that there is a number A > 0 such that, for all

(25) Mm, £i) —*(*, fe)] g AM(ki — fc),

for every pair of points (£i, £») in R.   Suppose, furthermore, that M<f>(t, 0) has an

upper bound b > 0/or all | /1 á T.    Then, if \t\ is sufficiently small there exists,

among functions of the class W, one and only one function £(<), satisfying (24)

and the initial condition £(0)  = 0.

Let us first note that there exists a number B > 0 such that, for all (t, £),

(26) M<p(t, £) g B.

This fact is a consequence of the inequality

M<j>(t, £) ú M[4>(t, £)-*«, 0)] +M<p(t, 0)

^AM£ 4- M<l>(t, 0) g Ar 4- 6,

from which it follows that (26) is true with B = Ar 4- b.

We also note that, if £(/) is in the class W for 11 \ ^ Pi ^ T, the expressions

/. ['i 5(01 a*6 continuous in t because, if lim  t„ = t, it follows that
II—»-00

limM[£(O-£(/)l = 0,
H—+-00

so that

lim /,•[«„,£(/„)]=/,[<, £(/)].
«—►■00

* These lectures are unpublished.
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We shall show the existence of the solution £(i) by proving that such a function

is approached in the strong sense by the sequence [£ft ] defined formally by

the equations

£o=0

(27)
=/*K-i£*(<) = I *[t,l  , (t)W (*-l,2, ...).

For the sake of simplicity in certain steps of the proof suppose that t ^ 0;

obvious modifications would suffice for the case / < 0. In all integrals occurring

below, the integration is with respect to t and, for convenience, the symbol dt

will be omitted in the integrands. The convergence of the sequence [£*(*)]

will be established in two steps. It will first be shown that a number d > 0

exists so that for 11 | íá d, the functions of (27) are defined and belong to the

class W. It will then be shown that, for | í | ^ d, the sequence (27) converges

in the strong sense to a solution £(i).

To accomplish the first step mentioned we shall show that there exists a num-

ber d > 0, d < T, such that, for every number e > 0 there can be found a num-

ber ge > 0 such that, for all values of fe and for all values of (t, t') satisfying

|<—í'lág«.   |<| á¿   \t'\ûd,
we have the inequalities.

(28) M\h(t)-Ík(t')]úe,   Mtk(t)ûr.

Consider (28) for fe = 1.   With the aid of (16) it is easily verified that

(29) É[jf'/.(H2-|/~,'1Çl/'/,-2(/'0)| = ,<_<'1  \jC'Ef%i(ß'0)\'

g 11—t'I I fM24>(t, 0)   ÚB2\t—t |2.

Since (29) is true for all values of « it is seen that

(30) M2[£!«0 -£i(i)]] = Jfjf/.C °)J = B*\ <-*' I2-

Let d be the smaller of T and r/B. Then it follows from (30) that (28) is true

for k = 1, so that £i(<) is a function of the class W. Consequently, the ex-

pressions fi[t, £i(0] are continuous in t and therefore £s(<), as defined in (27),

exists. The same procedure as in (29) and (30) now suffices to establish the

truth of (28) for all values of fe. The number ge noted above in connection with

(28) can be selected independent of fe because the right member of the in-

equality corresponding to (30) would be the same for the function £t(<), fe > 1,

as it is for £i(<).
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To perform the second step of the proof let us first show by induction that

[k-i     k

£,(0-£      (t)\úA    .-' (k =1,2,...).
k-i     J \k\

From the defining equations (27) and from (30) with t' - 0, we obtain the equa-

tions

MMt)-to]^Bt,

(32) M2[£2(/)-£,(01=M2[yV[i, £i(0]-<K'.0)J

=ç[^'[/,M/)W'M)]2"

As a consequence of (25) it is seen that

(33) M2[<Mi, £i«) 1 -4>(t, 0)] = £ [/i[t, £i(0 ]-fi(t, 0)]   =  A2M2(£i(i) - £0)

á A2B2f.

Since, as a consequence of (16), the sum in (32) for i = 1, .. ., n is at most

<34) *(ç f {/.k ew i ->& °>}2) = ' £È (/•!'• fe« i -/•('- °>)2

it follows that

t(A2B2t3) ^ A2BY

2!

which establishes (31) for the case k = 2.    A simple induction proof, in which

the steps would be the same as those taken in (32) to (34), would now suffice

to establish (31) for all values of k.

As a consequence of (31) for k = m + 1, ...,«, it follows that

k-i

(35) M\tu(t)-tm «"UÊ      ̂ -^    (»>»»).
L J  *_„+i       Vfe/

Since the series, whose general term is the expression under the summation sign

in (35), converges uniformly for | t1 g d, it is seen that the left member of (35)

approaches zero as n and ra approach infinity, uniformly for 11 | g d. As a con-

sequence of this uniformity it is readily established, by a method similar to

that used in Lemma 2, §2, that there exists a function £(<) such that

limM[£n(0-£(i)] = 0,
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uniformly for \t\ ^ ¿. Moreover, since the ge related to (28) was independent

of fe, it follows that

(36) limM[£(f')-£(f)] = 0,
M—Í'1-M)

uniformly for all | t1 ¿ d, \ t' \ = d.   Thus £(i) is a function of the class W.

To show that £(i) is a solution of (24) it is first necessary to prove that, for

every value of i,

(37) lim/,- [<,£„«] =/<[*,£(!)],
n—*-oo

uniformly for | /1 |<f. Let us establish this by an indirect argument. Suppose,

therefore, that the uniformity does not hold. It follows, by reasoning such as

was used in Proposition 2, that a sequence of points (t„) can be found on the

interval 11 | ^ d with lim tn = t to which  there corresponds a sub-sequence

{£'«(0)°f the functions of (27), satisfying the equations

(38) \f;[tn, £'„(/„)]-/,•[/„, £(*„)] J > e        (« = 1,2,...).

In view of the fact that

MWn(Q-t(tn)] á M[£'B(0-£'*W] + Ml£'„(í)-£(í)] + M[£(*)-£(í„)],

which approaches zero as n approaches infinity, it follows from the continuity

oif'i(t, £) that the left side of (38) approaches zero as n becomes infinite. Hence

(38) has been contradicted and uniformity must exist in (37). Because of this

uniformity it is seen that the limiting form of (27) as fe approaches infinity is

'=/<*>[<,
£(0=y^[i,£(0L

from which (24) is obtained by differentiation.

It remains to prove that £(i) is the unique solution of (24). Suppose there

were a second solution i)(t) belonging to the class W for 11 | g dx ^ d. Then

M[£(i)—Tj(i)] = 2r.    Moreover, we verify that

M2[£(0-v(t)] = ¿ | //,[*, £(i)]-Mt, v(t)] Y

i=i \J>   \ >   I

g|/|2(4r2A2),

where the last inequality follows from (25) by the procedure illustrated in

(34).    In like manner we obtain in succession

dr2A2k\t\2k
MM£(0-*?(<)]= J1 (fe = l,2,...),

fe!
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from which it is seen that v(t) = £(i) for | /1 á d\.   This completes the proof of

Theorem IV.

With the assistance of Theorem I it is easy to establish

Corollary 1. In place of condition (25), assume that there exist partial

derivatives af¡/a x¡ which are continuous in (t, £) and are such that, for all (f,£)

satisfying  M£ —: r, | /1 = T,   we have

àfi(t.&
ÜXj

á&«,

where 2,"-i 6y converges.    Then, there exists a constant A satisfying (25).

Because of Theorem I we may state that

t&ö-Afcü"-£e*-*) rmt,hta
I fix Ja OXj

(&-&)] du

ûM^-^bl,
ii-l

Hence (25) is satisfied with A = JT^.tfj .

In the next corollary there is established a characteristic of the convergence

of the difference quotients bx¡(t)/ At to the derivatives dx¡(t)/dt which is use-

ful in an application of Theorem IV to be treated in a later paper.

Corollary 2. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem IV assume that there

exists a number C > 0 such that, for £ in R and \ h | :§ T, \ tt | á T,

(39) M[*(tu £)-<t>(h, &] Ú C\h-k| -

Then, the function £(<) satisfies the equation

(40)

"£«4-Ai)-£«)

lim Ml *v '  7    ""-4>[t, £«)]
a/-»o    L A< ]=0,

uniformly for all values \ t | ^ d.

From equation (24) it is seen that, if | to j = d,

^+Ai)-£(fo)_0[fo^o)]=s   ̂  + «UM(Q]-»MM1l
Ai .//, I At J

Call the quantity on the left tj(<0, Ai).    It is easily verified that

(41) (At)2M2,(io,A/)=£[jr"    A'{/,[i,£(0]-/.[..f(O]}]2.
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The sum of the terms on the right in (41) for i = 1, ..., n is at most

(42)    2 | At 11£'    "¿ j/,[/,£«)]-/,• [*»£(t)]Y + j/,[to, £(t)]-/,[k, £(/„)]|1.

If Ai is so small that, as a consequence of (36), M [£(i) — £(¿o)] Ú  e for ta íá t

á *o + Ai, it follows from (25), (39) and (42) that

At2M2r,(U, Ai) = 21 Ai |    I   f"        \c\ At)2 + A2*] I

^2(A/)2rC2(Ai)2 + A2el.

(43)

Since e in (43) can be selected arbitrarily small it follows that (40) holds for

t = t0. The uniformity affirmed in the corollary is a consequence of the fact

that the steps in the reasoning above can be accomplished uniformly for all

| h | á d.

4. Implicit functions. Let us consider the solution of the infinite system of

equations

/,(',£)=0 (£=*!,*2, ...;»'=1,2, ...),

which, in the vector notation, become

(44) *«,£)=0 (<*=/i,/2, ...),

where (r, £) are in the region P defined by

111 á T, MÇ^r.

Suppose that (t = 0, £ = 0) satisfies (44).   We shall establish the existence of

a solution £(<) for which £(0)=0, in

Theorem V. In system (44) assume that the /,(/, £) are continuous in their

arguments if (t, £) are in P. Suppose that for all points in P the series S,_ i/,2(i, £)

converges uniformly. Assume, moreover, that all derivatives àf{ (t, Ç)/àxj (i, j

= 1, 2, ...) exist and are continuous in P and that the two series

(45) t
>=1

o/,(/,£)

àxf

|ö/,(i,£)

W)
ÖXj

converge uniformly for (t, £) in P.    Then, if the convergent infinite determinant

A = 5*0
• J-1,2. b<-m

it follows that there exist positive numbers c ^ 1, d ^ 1 such that, for all points t

on the interval \t\ = cT, there corresponds one and only one point £(<) in the region
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M£ ^ dr such that [t, £(í)] satisfies (44). All coordinates of the function £(i)

so determined are continuous for \t\ ^ cT.

The hypotheses of Theorem V as stated are stronger than is necessary and

have been made so for convenience in the proof. At the end of the present

section weaker hypotheses leading to the same conclusions will be mentioned.

The theorem will be established by first obtaining a system

(46) £=**(*,£) (*=Ai,Ä.),

equivalent to (44) and by then solving (46) by the method of successive sub-

stitutions.

Define ^ (f, £) as the function whose coordinates h{(t, £) are given by the solu-

tion of the infinite system of linear equations.

(47) /,(*, £) 4- ¿ AyQij-xf)^ (i = l, 2, ...).
3=1

Let A¡j = dij 4- a¡j where dti = 1, dtj = 0 (*Vj). The infinite system (47) is of

a type* for which the determinant A and all of its minors converge absolutely.

Since we have assumed A^O, it followsf that there exists an infinite matrix

P = (M.-,7 = 1.2....

which is the reciprocal J of the matrix (—íly^-.i,!,... and by means of which

the solution of (47) is given in the form

(48) hj(t, £)-*, = £ bjkfk(t, £) (j = 1, 2, ... ).
* = i

Moreover, since A^O, the system (44) is equivalent! to the system (46) with

\f/(t, £) defined by (47). After certain preliminary considerations we shall solve

(46) by the method of successive substitutions.

Let us note some properties of the b¡j which result from the special character

of (47) and are consequences of the theorems proved in the sections of Equations

Linéaires referred to in the preceding paragraph. Since, for every point a =

(oi, a2, ... ) in space H, the system

(49) ¿A^=a,- («-1,2,...)
3-1

* Riesz, loc. cit., p. 35.

t Riesz, loc. cit., §§ 30, 68, 69.
t Hellinger-Toeplitz, Mathematische Annale n, vol. 69 (1910), p. 311.

In the future, references to this article will be embodied in the text by the notation "H. T.

P. (-)•"
§ Cf. Riesz, loc. cit., p. 29.
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has a unique solution f = (zi, Zt, ...) in H, where

(50) zj-¿V»* 0-1,2,...),
*-i

it follows (H.T. p. 321) that the matrix B is limited in the Hubert sense (H.T.

p. 296).   That is, there exists a bound b > 0 such that, for all points £H and t;B=

(yi,yt, •••),

(51)
i.J-1

£ xMjyj £ bMÇMr, (n-1, 2, ... ).

Since the matrix B is limited with the bound b it follows (H.T. p. 297) that

each of the series

(¿&J-1,% ... )    ,    (Ç$;fe=l,2, ... )

converges and is at most b2. Moreover, for every point a = (flu at, ...)

in H, the point f whose coordinates z,- are given by (50) satisfies (H.T. p. 301)

the equation

(52) Mf ^ bMa.

On using (52) for the case of (47), we obtain

(53) MW,Q-S]£bM+(t,Q.

It should be noted that, as a consequence of the present hypotheses, M<f>(t, £) is a

continuous function of (/, £), and, moreover, M<t>(0, 0) = 0.

It will be necessary later to use the derivatives ÖA,/Ö% which, provided that

the series used below converge uniformly, may be written

Ä_4, + £*^ (M-1.2,...),

(54) *-£j^«-U.
àXj       tt       \    àXj I

The last reduction in (54) was a consequence of the equations

íí-J-M«        fti-i.ii...)

which hold because —B is the reciprocal of the matrix (Aif).   The uniform

convergence needed in writing (54) is established in

Lemma 3.    The infinite series

(55) S&©-£     9^-A«
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converges uniformly for all (t, £) in P and, as a consequence, the same fact can be

stated concerning each of the series (54). Moreover, S(t, £) is continuous if (t, £)

are in P.

By an obvious transformation of (55) we obtain the inequality

12

S(í.f)á2£
i,*-i

ÖA«,£)     .   '
Oki

bXi
+ 2£

¿,t-i
dki~ Aki

The uniform convergence of the series on the right, and hence the uniform con-

vergence of S(t, £), is implied by the type of convergence assumed for the series

(45).   The uniform convergence of (54) can be inferred from the inequality

(56) f^-^l^t^W-
which is obtained by use of the Lagrange-Cauchy inequality. When n and

ra approach infinity the right member of (56) approaches zero uniformly for

(t, £) in P because of the uniformity in (55). The continuity of S(t, £) is evident

because each term in the series (55) is continuous.

It is seen that 5(0, 0) = 0. Hence, if a positive number w < 1 is assigned,

a positive number d < 1 can be found so that S(t, £) í¡ w /b if (t, £) satisfy M£

Ú dr, j 11 á dT.
With the aid of the properties possessed by S(t, £), let us show that a positive

number c ^ d can be selected so small that c and d satisfy the statement of

Theorem V. In order to do this let us consider the sequence [£fe(i) ] defined by

the equations

£.=0
£*(')=* [U*-i«l(57) (¿ = 1,2, ...).

We shall first prove that a number c =\d can be found so that for all values 11 \ ¿

cT the sequence (57) is defined and satisfies M£¿(í) ^ dr. As a consequence of

(53) we obtain the inequality

M£i(<) ̂bM<l>(t,0).

Since M<£(0, 0) =0, we can select c^dso that, if 11 | ^ cT,

(58) M£i(0 <, dr(\ -w) < dr.

By use of Theorem I we derive the equation

(59) -£W
dx.

du.
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The coordinates of the derivatives (ty/dz,- are given by (54) and it is seen that the

condition (11) of Theorem I is satisfied in the present case because, if 111 ̂  cT

and M£ ^ dr,

g^J^íSMíC?-*     ff-i.2,...).

Lemma 4.   If 11 \ á cT, M£' <| dr, Af£" ^ dr, the infinite matrix K = (feö),
«//«we elements are given by

i». rSMtíCrfi)*     (,-,,-.i,2,...),
.70 oz,-

¿s limited and its bound may be taken as w.

First consider the matrix

F_/dfe<(i,£)\

\     àXj      Ji,j-l,2, ...

From equation (54) it is seen that F is the product of the matrices B and G where

G-m^-A.)
\     OXj /kj-l, 2, ...

If 111 =: cT and Af£ g dr, it follows (H. T. p. 307) that G is limited and that its
bound may be taken as VS(i, £) g w/b. Hence the matrix F is limited and

has the bound b(w/b) = w (H. T. p. 300). To show that K has the bound w

it is merely necessary to note that, if a = (ai, at, ...) and ß = (bu h, -..)

are in Hilbert space then, on account of the limited character of F,

(60)
Çï'l I UO      $^i ö*j I

From the definition of a limited matrix in (51) it is seen that (60) completes the

proof of the lemma.

In order to establish Theorem V, return to equation (59).   From Lemma 4

and from equation (52), interpreted for the matrix K instead of B, it follows that

M[£»(<)-£i(í)] =- wM£i(0 Ú wrd(l-w) < dr.

Hence it is seen that

Mb(t) Û M[&0)-£i(i)] + MMt) Ú dr(l-w)(l+w)=dr(l-w2).

In a similar manner it can be proved by induction that

(61) M[£B(/)-£*-,(/)] g u;M[£*_1(<)-.£i_2«)] á rf-'dr^-w).
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From equation (61) it is easily established by the method used in connection

with (35) in Theorem IV, that there exists a function £(<) such that

lim M[£*(<) -£(/)]=0,
k—»-oo

uniformly for | < | á cT. On taking the limiting form of (57) as k approaches

infinity, we obtain

*(<)=* ['.*«)],

and hence £(i) is also a solution of (44).

The solution obtained is the only one existing for 11 | ^ cT because, if for some

value I <i I ^cT there was a second solution r¡ = (yu y2, ...) j± £(<x) and satis-

fying Mi) á dr, then

£«i)-,,=*[<!, £(*i)]-,K<i,„)

= i (*A)-*) e^+:m-')]du.
jZl Jo ÖXj

From this it follows from Lemma 4 that

M[i(hï-i)£«>M[i(h)-n],

which is a contradictory statement unless £(<i) = rj. This completes the proof

of Theorem V.

Let us consider how the hypotheses of Theorem V could be weakened. In-

stead of postulating the uniform convergence of /...t/fft,£) it could be

assumed that each function/,(<, £) has an upper bound P< > 0. We could then

obtain a system, equivalent to (44) and satisfying the conditions of Theorem V,

by dividing each function/¿(t, £) by iB¡.

In the second place, by use of certain results from the theory of infinite deter-

minants,* Theorem V could be proved with the first condition of (45) replaced

by the assumption that

converges uniformly.

It is not intended in the present paper to consider applications of the results

that have been obtained. It should be noted, however, that the solution of the

system of differential equations (24) suggests a means for the solution of a re-

lated type of differential-functional equations. The solution of the system

(44) suggests a method for solving a related type of functional equations. The

author will consider these applications in detail in a later paper.

• Cf. Riesz, loc. cit., p. 39.
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